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ABSTRACT

A laser ultrasonic method is proposed for the nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of structural adhesive bonding. Zero-group-velocity (ZGV)
resonances were generated and detected in five trilayer assemblies composed of two asymmetric aluminum alloy plates bonded with an
epoxy adhesive. Cohesive and adhesive defects were introduced to degrade the practical adhesion. The attenuation of the temporal signal of
ZGV resonances was found to provide sufficient information to discriminate between strong and weak bonding. Two metrics characterizing
the attenuation were identified, which allow us to quantitatively evaluate the differences between the manufactured samples. A 2D scan of a
trilayer assembly with different bond defects demonstrates the imaging capability of this all-optical NDE method.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5143215

Structural adhesive bonding is important in aeronautics.
Indeed, this assembly technique has numerous benefits compared
to conventional techniques like riveting or welding. It allows ligh-
ter aircraft structures and is one of the best ways to join composite
materials, which meet the needs of a high strength-to-weight ratio.
Nevertheless, wider deployment of this assembly technique is ham-
pered by the absence of a nondestructive method1–4 to certify the
practical adhesion.

In industrial applications, bonded assemblies must withstand a
mechanical load that is defined by the manufacturer. In the following,
if this level is satisfied, the bonding will be qualified as strong, and if
not, as weak. However, even for weak bonding, the adhesion is not
null in practice. Thus, it is difficult for a nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) to differentiate between weak and strong bonding. In the litera-
ture, a large number of NDE methods have been investigated to quali-
tatively or quantitatively evaluate the mechanical strength (practical
adhesion) of bonded assemblies.

One of the most promising quantitative techniques is based on
laser-generated shock waves, often referred to as a laser shock adhe-
sion test (LASAT).5 In this method, a high dynamical and mechanical

tensile stress is applied to a bonded joint with shock waves. Ducousso
et al.6 succeeded in quantifying the practical adhesion of a trilayer
bonded assembly (TA6V4 titanium alloy/epoxy/3D-woven composite)
thanks to this method. One identified limitation of this technique,
notably highlighted by Ehrhart et al.,7 is that the process must be
thoughtfully calibrated so that other parts of the structure are not
degraded by the propagation of the shock waves. Ultrasonic techni-
ques, which are absolutely nondestructive, have not yet been devel-
oped to overcome this potential limitation of LASAT in quantifying
bonded assemblies.

Of the nondestructive ultrasonic techniques, various approaches
based on the reflection8–11 or transmission12,13 of bulk waves at imper-
fect interfaces have been proposed. These methods are highly sensitive
to a strong impedance mismatch, which allows one to detect voids or
disbonds. However, the small impedance differences between strong
and weak bonds make the detection of imperfect interfaces difficult.
Thus, accurate post-processing methods have been developed to
identify the key metrics that characterize the mechanical strength of
adhesive bonding.8–13 To name a few, other ultrasonic methods based
on non-linear phenomena of bulk waves14 or on measuring guided
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waves15–19 allow one to obtain an average value for the practical adhe-
sion along a joint. To achieve better defect localization, zero-group-
velocity (ZGV) Lamb modes20,21 have been studied.22–25 Mezil et al.26

carried out theoretical and experimental investigations of a symmetri-
cal trilayer composed of two duralumin plates bonded with an epoxy
adhesive. They found that the frequencies of the ZGVmodes are sensi-
tive to the quality of the bonding. Thus, these ZGV modes are good
candidates for nondestructively evaluating the interfacial stiffnesses
that model the mechanical coupling between the bonded layers. These
local resonances can be applied in a wider context for NDE.27–31

In this Letter, the attenuation characteristics of ZGV Lambmodes,
as well as their frequencies, were used quantitatively to distinguish
between strongly and weakly bonded samples. Laser ultrasonic mea-
surements were made of five asymmetric trilayer assemblies (aluminum
alloy/epoxy/aluminum alloy) with different mechanical strengths. The
samples were clearly discriminated thanks to the frequency and the
attenuation of the ZGV modes. Quantitative metrics were obtained
from the attenuation characteristics, paving the way for a local quanti-
fied assessment of the practical adhesion using a contactless nonde-
structive method.

For a thin elastic plate with two parallel free surfaces, Lamb waves
can propagate and are polarized in the sagittal plane.32 There are sym-
metrical and anti-symmetrical modes, which are the solutions of the
Rayleigh–Lamb equations. These propagation modes are represented
in the x� k space by dispersion curves, where x is the angular fre-
quency and k the wavenumber. In particular, ZGV Lamb modes occur
when the group velocity vanishes (i.e., dx=dk ¼ 0) for a finite value of
k 6¼ 0. In this case, the energy is locally trapped under the ultrasonic
source. A ZGV mode, therefore, behaves as a sharp local resonance of
the plate at a well-defined frequency.

For two elastic plates mechanically coupled through an adhesive
layer, ZGV modes may also occur and are strongly influenced by the
mechanical strength of the coupling. Simulations of the dispersion
curves have been used to observe the frequencies of the ZGV modes,
which are referred to as ZGV frequencies in the following. When the
acoustic wavelength is large compared to the adhesive thickness,33–35

a bilayer model can be used to represent the bonded assembly
[Fig. 1(a)]. In our case, both plates are considered to be homogeneous
and isotropic. h1 is the thickness of the thinner plate and h2 the thick-
ness of the thicker one. The bonded joint is modeled by normal (KN)
and transverse (KT) interfacial stiffnesses per unit area.

The dispersion curves were obtained numerically [Fig. 1(b)] for
two different cases, based on the approach of Jones and Whittier.33

First, the top aluminum alloy plate Al1 with thickness h1 is considered
alone, i.e., KN ¼ KT ¼ 0 kN mm�3. Symmetrical and anti-
symmetrical modes are plotted as dashed and dashed dotted lines,
respectively, in Fig. 1(b). Between 0 and 3MHz, a unique ZGV mode
occurs at a frequency of 1.96MHz, as indicated by the white triangle.
Second, coupling between the two plates is imposed by choosing
KN ¼ KT ¼ 10 kN mm�3. The dispersion curves are represented as
red solid lines in Fig. 1(b). In this example, there are more guided
modes and ZGV modes (shown by red inverted triangles) in the
bilayer assembly than for the single plate. Therefore, the theory pre-
dicts that, with the higher interfacial stiffnesses, there will be several
ZGV modes with similar frequencies due to this mechanical coupling.
As a result and as already shown theoretically and experimentally in
Ref. 26, any change in the mechanical coupling between the two plates

will lead to a modification of the dispersion curves and hence of the
ZGV resonance frequencies. Here, we experimentally investigate this
ZGV feature for five different bonded samples by analyzing the attenu-
ation of the ZGV modes as a function of time. The samples are now
introduced.

The first specimen, Al1, was a 6061 aluminum alloy plate
(GoodFellow, United Kingdom), 1.5mm-thick, and of lateral dimen-
sions 150� 150mm2. All the other samples were composed of two
6061 aluminum alloy plates, 1.5mm and 3.0mm-thick. These plates,
of lateral dimensions similar to those of Al1, were bonded with a struc-
tural adhesive film AF 191 (3MTM, United States). During manufactur-
ing, the surfaces of the aluminum alloy plates were first degreased with
ethanol. Next, strips of material about 5mm-wide were placed on the
edges of the surfaces, between the two plates, to control the thickness
of the epoxy layer (equal to 150lm) and to prevent the glue from leak-
ing during curing. Then, 16 spring clamps calibrated at 65N were
homogeneously distributed around the sample to maintain a constant
pressure during curing.6 In the nominal case, the bonded sample
(subsequently referred to as Nom) was fully cured at 150� C for 3 h.

To simulate cohesive and adhesive defects,36 two kinds of degra-
dation were implemented. The first was the reduction of the curing
time by 50% to lower the cohesive strength of the adhesive. This half-
cured sample is labeled C:50%. The other type of degradation was the
application, with a clean lint-free cloth, of one layer of release agent
(R.A.) [FrekoteVR 44-NCTM (Henkel, Germany)] to a degreased alumi-
num alloy surface. This layer of release agent disrupted the practical
adhesion between the substrate and the fully cured adhesive. The two
parts did not become detached, but the structural mechanical strength
of the interface of the bonding is significantly reduced using such a pro-
tocol. Three samples were produced with this adhesive defect. The first,
R:A:1, had one layer of release agent between the first (thin) aluminum
plate and the epoxy layer. The second, R:A:2, had the release agent at
the interface between the adhesive and the second (thick) aluminum
plate. For the third, R:A:1�2, both aluminum plates were coated with
one layer of Frekote, which affected both interfaces (Table I). All the

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the generation and detection laser paths and of
the bilayer model used to simulate the dispersion curves. d.m.: dichroic mirror. KN,
KT: the normal and transverse interfacial stiffnesses per unit area. (b) The disper-
sion curves of the top aluminum alloy plate alone (Al1) are represented as dashed
and dashed dotted lines for symmetrical and anti-symmetrical Lamb modes,
respectively. The dispersion curves obtained for mechanical coupling between Al1
and Al2, with KN ¼ KT ¼ 10 kN mm�3, are represented as solid lines. ZGV reso-
nances are indicated by white and red triangles.
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bonded samples (except the half-cured sample, C:50%) were cured
simultaneously in a laboratory oven at 150� C for 3 h with ramps
up and down (heating and cooling) of 2� C min�1. C:50% was cured
at 125 �C for 1.5 h with the same ramps up and down. The longitu-
dinal static strengths were measured to be of the order of 20MPa
for the nominal bonding and 10MPa (2MPa) for a sample with
cohesive (adhesive) defects. The specimens were indistinguishable
in conventional immersion ultrasonic measurements in reflection
at 15MHz.

For the evaluation of these five bonded samples, a laser ultrasonic
set-up was used [Fig. 1(a)]. To excite ZGV Lamb modes, a Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser (InnoLas Laser GmbH, Germany, SpitLight Compact
400, 532 nm) delivered 8ns pulses of 200 mJ, with a repetition rate of
10Hz. To remain in the thermo-elastic (nondestructive) regime, the
pump beam was attenuated and then focused onto the surface of the
thinnest aluminum plate of the bonded samples. The beam diameter
was adjusted to maximize the amplitude of the S1S2-ZGV resonance,
with the full width at half maximum of the excitation spot approxi-
mately equal to half the wavelength of the S1S2-ZGV mode27 of the
thin plate. The normal displacement of the surface was measured with
a two-wave mixing interferometer (Tecnar, Canada, TWM Laser
Ultrasound Detector, 1064nm, bandwidth 0.7–40MHz).

For each sample, the generation and the detection laser spots
were superimposed [Fig. 1(a)] and swept onto 11 positions with a
1mm-step in the x-direction. For each measurement point, 500 tem-
poral signals were averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The
fast Fourier transform algorithm was used to process these time-
domain signals (Fig. 2). These frequency spectra are normalized with
respect to the maximum amplitude of the S1S2-ZGV resonance,
around 2MHz, of the 1.5mm-thick aluminum alloy plate. Since the
measurements are reproducible over the 11 positions of the scans
(the standard deviations of the measured ZGV frequencies are equal
to 1 kHz), only one spectrum per sample is plotted in Fig. 2 for clarity.
In the range 0–8MHz, there are three main peaks around 2, 3, and
6MHz. Near 3 and 6MHz, resonance frequencies are visible only for

the Al1 and R:A:1�2 samples (the orange solid line with square
markers and the brown loosely dashed dotted line, respectively).
Thanks to the theoretical dispersion curves, the resonance at �3MHz
is identified as a thickness mode of the 1.5mm-thick plate and the one
at �6MHz with the S3S6-ZGV mode of the 1.5mm-thick plate. At
�2MHz, all the samples have similar but different ZGV frequencies,
as can be seen from the inset in Fig. 2. The maximum amplitudes of
the peaks also depend on the curing time of the adhesive and on the
release agent between the interfaces. Furthermore, notice that for the
nominal bonded sample (black solid line labeled Nom), there is no
sharp unique ZGV peak, rather two very close resonance frequencies,
as identified theoretically. We discuss later why this observation can
be extended to R:A:1; C:50%, and R:A:2.

The damping of these local resonances provides sufficient infor-
mation for discriminating the differently prepared samples. The mag-
nitudes of the ZGV modes as a function of time (to a logarithmic
scale) are shown in Fig. 3(a). These curves were obtained after filtering
the temporal signals with a bandpass filter (Butterworth, order 4, lower
and higher cutoff frequencies of 1.5MHz and 2.5MHz, respectively)
around the ZGV frequency. This filter was chosen for its flat magni-
tude response in the bandwidth of interest. Typical filtered signals are
plotted in Fig. 3(b) for the aluminum alloy plate and for the nominal
bonded sample. Then, signal envelopes were extracted with the Hilbert
transform, and their magnitudes are displayed in decibels. For each
sample, the average attenuation for the 11 measurement points is plot-
ted and the standard deviation is represented with shaded error bars
in Fig. 3(a). For the aluminum alloy plate, the S1S2-ZGV resonance
decreases as a function of t�1=2, which agrees with the results of Prada
et al.,37 who analytically derived this power law decay,

uðtÞ ¼ G0t
�1=2e�t=s1 cos x0t þ /ð Þ; (1)

where u(t) is the normal displacement of the surface at the center of
the generation laser spot. G0 is related to the efficiency of the laser-
ultrasound generation. It depends on several parameters that are
described in Ref. 37, especially the Fourier transform of the spatial and

TABLE I. Properties of the samples and fitted values for the attenuation. The bars
indicate averages for 11 measurement points. r is the standard deviation.

Al1 R:A:1�2 R:A:1 C:50% R:A:2 Nom

Adhesive curing … � � 50% � �

Interface 1a … Frekote Frekote � � �

Interface 2b … Frekote � � Frekote �

G0 (mm ls1/2) 0.025 0.012 0.009 0.013 0.012 0.013
r=G0 (%) 3% 5% 7% 4% 8% 7%
s1 (ls) 840 960 102 85 87 63
r=s1 (%) 23% 7% 17% 27% 34% 23%
dx=ð2pÞ (kHz) 0.5 0.5 2.1 6.4 6.8 7.7
r=dx (%) 96% 92% 56% 7% 9% 4%
xm=ð2pÞ (MHz) 1.964 1.962 2.010 1.992 2.002 1.998
r=xm (%) <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1%
RMSE (10–3)c 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4

aInterface 1: aluminum alloy plate Al1 (1.5mm-thick)/adhesive layer.
bInterface 2: adhesive layer/aluminum alloy plate Al2 (3.0mm-thick).
cRoot-mean square error of the fit.

FIG. 2. Experimental frequency spectra in the range 0–8MHz and around 2MHz
(inset).
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temporal profiles of the laser pulse. x0 and / are the ZGV angular fre-
quency and the phase, respectively. The time constant s1 is for visco-
elastic losses, which lead to the exponential decay of the amplitude.
For the aluminum alloy plate, this parameter is large (s1 ¼ 840 ls;
Table I) so that attenuation is mainly due to the t�1=2 factor. As
explained by Prada et al.,37 this power law decay is due to the energy
that is not trapped under the source, which can, thus, propagate at
non-zero group velocity in the medium.

When this model is used to fit the other experimental curves,
there are some discrepancies, notably for the bonded samples
R:A:1; C:50%; R:A:2, and Nom. To address this issue, an additional
term is proposed for Eq. (1). It is based on the previous theoretical and
experimental observations that the resonance is due to two or more
ZGV modes [Fig. 1(b) and the inset of Fig. 2], particularly the black
solid curve for the nominal bonded sample. We consider here that the
attenuation is due to a beating phenomenon between two close reso-
nances. Assuming that the frequencies have the same phase and
amplitude but different frequencies,x1 and x2, their sum is equivalent
to an oscillating signal modulated in amplitude by a cosine function.
The angular frequency of the oscillating signal (xm) is the mean of x1

and x2, and the decreasing term is the cosine function, which depends
on the slight difference between the frequencies dx ¼ x2 � x1.
Therefore, we have

uðtÞ ¼ G0t
�1=2e�t=s1 cos

dxt
2

� �
cos xmt þ /ð Þ: (2)

The fits of the experimental data with this formula, based on a least
squares minimization method, are represented by the dotted lines in
Fig. 3(a). There is a relatively good agreement [see the root mean
square error (RMSE) of the fits in Table I].

For each sample, the average values and the standard deviations
of the metrics G0, s1, dx, and xm for the 11 measurement points are
listed in Table I. The RMSEs of the fit obtained with Eqs. (1) and (2)

are similar for Al1 and R:A:1�2. However, the RMSE is higher when
the experimental attenuation is fitted with Eq. (1) rather than with
Eq. (2). For instance, the RMSE increases by þ1%, þ27%, þ35%, and
þ42%, respectively, for R:A:1; C:50%; R:A:2, and Nom when Eq. (1)
is used instead of Eq. (2). Thus, the experimental attenuation is fitted
with Eq. (2).

To discriminate between the different samples, the metrics s1 and
dx are considered because of their significant sensitivity to bond
defects. For the Al1 and R:A:1�2 samples, the attenuation is mainly
due to the power law decay t�1=2. Moreover, note that when Frekote is
applied on both sides, the assembly behaves as a freestanding plate.
For the samples R:A:1; C:50%; R:A:2, and Nom, the decrease in the
amplitude as a function of time is also due to viscoelastic losses, with
the time constant s1, and to the beating phenomenon, with the param-
eter dx. The Nom sample has the lowest s1 (i.e., viscoelastic losses
play a major role) and the highest dx (i.e., the beating phenomenon
has a large influence on the attenuation).

Although interface 1 is coated with Frekote for both R:A:1 and
R:A:1�2, they have different attenuation profiles. This may be because
the layer of the release agent does not detach the substrate from the
adhesive. The two parts are still mechanically coupled, even if this cou-
pling is weak compared to the nominal case. For R:A:1, only one inter-
face is degraded, while for R:A:1�2, two interfaces are degraded. The
amount of release agent for R:A:1�2 was twice as high as that for
R:A:1. This may explain why R:A:1�2 behaves more like the top Al1
plate alone than R:A:1.

Thus, the attenuation characteristics in Fig. 3 combined with this
identification method allow us to distinguish the different bonded
samples and to determine the key metric values that provide a quanti-
fication of these differences.

The method was finally tested on a trilayer assembly with two
adhesive defects. It had four 75� 75mm2 zones: two without defects
(denominated as previously Nom), one with an adhesive defect R:A:1,
and another with R:A:2. 2D maps were produced for the ZGV fre-
quency and attenuation over an area of 80� 48mm2, which covers
the four regions. In Fig. 4(a), the frequency xm is plotted vs position.
There is clearly no distinct zone with different frequencies, as may be
expected. Rather, xm changes continuously across the four regions.
These interesting monotonous variations show that the effects of a
localized adhesive defect spread away from the defect zone. In con-
trast, s1 [Fig. 4(b)] and dx [Fig. 4(c)] vary non-monotonously across
the four regions. The centers of the Nom areas have the highest dx (as
encountered previously; Table I). Assuming, as for the homogeneous
samples, that dx is high where the bonding is actually nominal,
Fig. 4(c), thus, shows that the Nom zones are not homogeneous, which
strengthens our hypothesis that the effect of a limited adhesive defect
is hardly local. Surprisingly, s1 is not the lowest in these parts of the
Nom areas where dx is high, which is in contrast with the results in
Table I. Note also that a peak is observed in the spectra at �1.9MHz
[Fig. 4(d)], which is absent for the homogeneous samples. This peak
gives rise to the beating phenomenon [Fig. 4(e)] for a larger dx than
assumed for the minimization.

Two possible reasons may explain why the effects of a localized
adhesive defect spread away from its initial deposition area. First, the
release agent could migrate from its initial deposition area during cur-
ing. This could explain why a continuous change of the ZGV reso-
nance frequency is observed in Fig. 4(a). Second, the differences in the

FIG. 3. (a) Experimental attenuation as a function of time to a logarithmic scale.
For each sample, the average attenuation for the 11 measurement points is plotted
and the standard deviation is represented with shaded error bars. The fitting lines
with Eq. (2) are represented with dotted lines. (b) Temporal signals acquired from
the aluminum alloy plate and from the nominal bonded sample after filtering the
data with a bandpass filter around the ZGV frequency at �2MHz.
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practical adhesion in the four areas could lead to residual stresses in
the inhomogeneous sample. Therefore, a localized adhesive defect
could affect a wider area. Although these unexpected results remain to
be explained fully, the metrics s1 and dx have undoubtedly enabled
the nondestructive imaging of adhesive bonds with inhomogeneously
distributed defects.

We have proposed a laser-based method for generating and
detecting ZGV modes so that we can evaluate trilayer assemblies with
both cohesive and adhesive defects. By studying the attenuation of
ZGV resonances, we have been able to discriminate the different sam-
ples thanks to the determination of quantitative metrics (s1 and dx).
Finally, the imaging ability of this contactless method has been dem-
onstrated with a bonded sample with and without adhesive defects.
The root causes of the differences in our results for homogeneously
and inhomogeneously distributed defects are now actively under
investigation since understanding these could pave the way for quanti-
tative assessments of adhesive bonding using this nondestructive
all-optical technique. Laser ultrasonic methods that use non-linear
interactions38,39 could be a valuable approach to improving further the
imaging of adhesive bonds.
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